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5.1

Introduction

This chapter compares the No-Action and action alternatives based on an evaluation
framework that evaluates the alternatives relative to the project purpose, goals and
objectives and preliminary cost estimates. The data used in the evaluation is based on
the findings of the technical traffic and enviromnental studies conducted for the EIS
and presented in Chapter 4. As described in detail in Chapter 2, the alternatives
include the No-Action or "do-nothing" alternative as well as 19 action alternatives
which propose a variety of roadway improvements in the Penns Neck area, as well as
concurrent implementation of a Commute Options package intended to foster the use
of non-auto travel modes.
The evaluation of the alternatives relative to project goals and objectives has been
organized around three areas of potential impact; these include potential impacts to
traffic and circulation (based on key congestion and travel indicators), potential
impacts to the built environment and potential impacts to the natural environment. In
addition, the alternatives are compared to several additional project goals and
objectives related to the relationship between land use and transportation, public
participation and EIS process. Finally, the alternatives are evaluated based on
preliminary cost estimates.

5.2

Comparison to Project Purpose

As described in Chapter 1, the purpose of the project is to address traffic congestion,
mobility constraints and safety concerns on U.S. Route I and east-west cross-streets
in the Penns Neck area of West Windsor Township, Mercer County, New Jersey and
its environs. The principal measures used to assess the performance of the
alternatives in this regard are: system-wide congestion relief as measured by Vehicle
Hours Traveled (VHT), VHT under congested conditions and Vehicle Miles Traveled
(VMT) under congested conditions; north-south travel time; east-west travel time;
and intersection delay crossing Route 1. In addition, the degree to which the
alternatives provide the potential to reduce accidents was assessed. The following is
a brief summary comparing the performance of the alternatives relative to these
measures. A more detailed explanation of the measures and comparison of the
alternatives relative to these measures is presented in Section 5.3 below.
System-wide Congestion Relief
All of the action alternatives, except the G-series alternatives, would provide for
uninterrupted flow of traffic along Route I and at least one grade-separated
interchange north of Alexander Road for east-west access in the Penns Neck area.
As shown in Figure 5-1, these alternatives would provide significant public benefit in
terms of system-wide congestion relief. VHT would be reduced 21% to 45%. VHT
under congested conditions would be reduced 23% to 50%; and VMT under
congested conditions would be reduced 11% to 34%. Compared to the No-Action
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Alternative, the G-series alternatives would be the worst performing, followed by the
C-series and Alternative D.2. With regard to system-wide congestion relief, it
appears that the key elements of a successful alternative are the elimination of the
Route 1 Penns Neck area traffic signals, the maintenance of at least one east-west
crossing of Route 1 north of Alexander Road, and the incorporation of an east-side
connector road.
North-south travel time
All of the action alternatives except G.2 would reduce north-south travel time in the
AM peak hour, especially in the non-peak direction. Northbound travel time in the
AM peak hour would be reduced 4% to 26%; and southbound (non-peak direction)
travel time in the AM peak hour would be reduced 15% to 43%. Alternative G.2
would increase north-south travel time in the AM peak hour. Compared to the NoAction Alternative, the G-series alternatives would be the worst performers relative to
reducing north-south travel time. With regard to north-south travel time, it appears
that a key component of a successful alternative is the elimination of the Route 1
Penns Neck area traffic signals which would provide unrestricted flow of traffic on
Route 1. This finding is consistent with the previous finding related to reduction in
system-wide congestion measures.
East-west travel time
All of the alternatives except C. 1 and G.2 would reduce east-west travel time in the
AM peak hour from 3% to 31%. Compared to the No-Action Alternative, reductions
in east-west travel time between West Windsor and Nassau Street in the vicinity of
Alexander Road, Washington Road and Harrison Street in Princeton Borough would
vary by alternative. Alternatives A and D would be the best overall performers,
providing the most consistent reduction in east-west travel time to/from all three
points. The G-series alternatives would be the worst performers relative to reducing
east-west travel time. With regard to east-west travel time, it appears that those
alternatives that include a grade-separated east-west connection across Route I at
both Washington Road (Route I in-a-cut) and Harrison Street would be superior to
those which include only a grade-separated interchange in the vicinity of Harrison
Street.
Intersection delays crossing Route 1
All of the action alternatives except the G-series alternatives would significantly
reduce intersection delays on Washington Road and Harrison Street approaching
Route 1. Delays under future No-Action conditions are estimated to exceed 16
minutes. For those altematives that include grade-separated through movement of
east-west traffic across Route 1 at Washington Road, Harrison Street, or both, delays
would be reduced to 1 minute or less. Intersection delays on Alexander Road
approaching Route 1 are largely unaffected by the alternatives.
Accident and safety conditions
All of the action alternatives would include the widening of Route I to include a
shoulder and/or auxiliary lanes in both the northbound and southbound directions.
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This shoulder area would provide a location for disabled vehicles to get out of the
traffic stream and await assistance. Roadways similar to Route 1 that have shoulders
exhibit accident rates approximately 40% lower than those without shoulders.
Additionally, all of the action alternatives, except for the G-series alternatives would
remove the traffic signals from Route 1 and provide grade-separation to facilitate
east-west movements across Route 1. As noted in Chapter 3, section 3.1.4.3,
approximately 72% of the accidents occurring along this segment of Route 1 were
rear end type, occurring in proximity to the intersections. This high percentage of
accidents was attributed to congested conditions and the stop and go traffic caused by
the Penns Neck area traffic signals. Removal of the traffic signals along Route I
would reduce the potential for vehicular conflicts thereby creating an improved
operating and safety condition.

5.3

Comparison to Project Goals and Objectives

The framework and performance measures selected for this evaluation were based,
primarily, on the goals and objectives developed and agreed to by the Partners'
Roundtable advisory committee presented in Chapter 1. A series of comparison
tables have been created to summarize the findings of the traffic and environmental
impact analyses in a concise and comprehensible manner.
The comparison tables incorporate the project objectives and are organized by impact
area. A multitude of performance measures were selected for each goal/objective
highlighted in the tables. The tables were prepared in a format which includes
symbols consistent with a ConsumerReports style, because it is a familiar technique
used to present and compare performance information objectively, in a manner that
allows the reviewer to make judgments from a variety of perspectives. The data used
to derive the performance "grades" presented in the comparison tables are included in
a series of companion data tables.
As previously stated, the objectives and performance measures (criteria) presented in
column 1 of the comparison tables are intended to correlate to the goals and
objectives agreed to by the Partners' Roundtable. Because of the nature of the data,
different performance scales have been developed for different criteria. These scales
are presented at the top of the comparison tables and are explained in this chapter.
Unless otherwise noted, the performance of each alternative is compared to future
conditions under the No-Action Alternative.
5.3.1

Potential Impacts to Traffic and Circulation

A series of 11 objectives were used to assess the performance of the alternatives
relative to potential impacts to traffic and circulation pattems in the Penns Neck area.
Table 5-1 presents the performance "grades" given to each alternative for each
transportation-related objective. Tables 5-2 and 5-3 present the data and information
used to derive the performance grades. Explanations of the objectives, performance
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measures and performance scales, as well as a narrative evaluation of the alternatives
relative to the objectives, are presented below.
53.1.1

Objectives, Performance Measures, and Performance Scales

The performance measures and performance scales for each objective are presented
below.
Objective 1: Reduce travel delay and rate of growth in congestion - The measures
used to assess performance relative to this objective are the following system level
performance measures: Vehicle Hours Traveled (VHT), which measures total hours
traveled by all vehicles on all roadway segments within the core area over a specified
period of time; VHT under congested conditions, which is the amount of vehicle
hours spent on roadways where traffic volumes exceed the capacity of the roadway;
and Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) under congested conditions, which measures total
miles traveled by all vehicles on roads where traffic volumes exceed the capacity of
the roadway).
Each of the altematives was assessed against the No-Action Alternative to determine
comparative improvement relative to each of the three measures. The performance
scale ranges from Best, which represents a greater than 45% reduction in VHT, VHT
under congested conditions or VMT under congested conditions; to Poor, which
represents less than a 15% reduction. In addition, there is a special symbol (solid
circle with an up arrow) to denote which altemative(s) resulted in an increase in
system-level congestion compared to future No-Action conditions.
Obiective 2: ImRrove flow of traffic on Route I - The measure used to assess
performance relative to this objective is average travel time on Route l between
Carnegie Center Boulevard in West Windsor and Scudders Mill Road in Plainsboro
during the AM peak hour. Travel times for each alternative were compared to travel
times under future No-Action conditions in each direction. Travel time is expressed
in minutes.
The performance scale range for this measure is as follows: from Best, which
represents greater than 25% reduction in travel time; to Poor, which represents less
than a 10% reduction in travel time. The scale also includes a special symbol (solid
circle with an up arrow) to denote which alternative(s) resulted in increased travel
time on Route 1.
Objective 3: Improve flow of traffic on east-west routes - The measure used to
assess performance relative to this objective is average east-west travel time in the
AM peak hour between designated origins and destinations in West Windsor
Township and Princeton Borough. Specifically, average travel times were calculated
based on simulated travel between the intersection of CR571 and Clarksville Road in
West Windsor and Nassau Street, Princeton Borough in the vicinity of: a) Alexander
Road, b) Washington Road, and c) Harrison Street, via the most time-efficient route
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between the two points. It is important to note that travelers can take multiple routes
between each of the origins and destinations. For example, the most time-efficient
route to and from the intersection of Washington Road and Nassau Street may or may
not be via Washington Road, depending on the alternative being considered.
Average east-west travel times for each alternative were compared to travel times
under future No-Action conditions. Again, travel times are expressed in minutes.
The performance scale for this measure ranges from Best, which represents greater
than 25% reduction in travel time to Poor, which represents less than a 10% reduction
in travel time. The scale also includes a special symbol (solid circle with an up
arrow) to denote which alternative(s) resulted in increased travel time on east-west
routes.
Objective 4: Reduce intersection delays when crossing Route I - The measure used
to assess performance relative to this objective is average intersection delay for eastwest travelers crossing Route 1 in the AM peak hour. Travel delay is expressed in
minutes or secorids and corresponds to intersection Level of Service (LOS) grades AF. The data presented for this measure resulted from a secondary intersection delay
analysis conducted using traffic volume data from the EIS travel forecasting model.
The performance scale for this measure includes three categories: Best which
represents less than 20 seconds of delay and corresponds to LOS A-B; Good which
represents between 20 and 55 seconds of delay and corresponds to LOS C-D; and
Poor which represents more than 56 seconds of delay and corresponds to LOS E-F.
If east-west travel across Route I on Washington Road and/or Harrison Street is
prohibited in any given alternative, tle cell in the table is marked N/A for not
applicable.
Obiective 5: Ensure an eNuitable balance of traffic on east-west routes - The two
measures used to assess performance relative to this objective are a) total two-way
east-west traffic volume and b) the percent distribution of total two-way, east-west
traffic volume at two sets of locations during the AM peak hour. Location 1 was on
Alexander Road, Washington Road and Harrison Street west of Faculty Road.
Location 2 was east of Route 1, just west of the NEC rail line, on Alexander Road,
Washington Road and the east-side connector road (as applicable depending on the
altematives).
Given the nature of this objective, raw data is reported rather than converting to a
performance scale. When considering this objective, it is very important to consider
both the volume of traffic using a particular route and the percentage distribution of
traffic. The percent distribution alone may be misleading relative to the impact of
changing traffic pattems.
Objective 6: Discourage traffic on residential streets - An important aspect of
understanding the potential traffic impacts of the alternatives is how local traffic
pattems may change. In this regard, change in traffic volume on key roadway
segments was selected as a performance measure. Change in traffic volume was
assessed based on the degree to which traffic increased or decreased in comparison to
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the No-Action alternative. Key roadway segments were selected and grouped into
three generalized geographic areas: a) the core area between the D&R Canal and the
NEC rail line; b) west of the D&R Canal; and c) the vicinity of the NEC rail line.
The traffic volumes reported are two-way traffic in the AM peak hour. Although
traffic data for more than twenty roadway segments was considered, given the
specific nature of this objective, change in traffic volume on a selected group of
residential streets was evaluated in the comparison table.
The performance scale for this objective ranges from Best, which represents a more
than 30% decrease in traffic, to Poor, which represents a more than 15% increase in
traffic.
It should be noted that changes in local traffic patterns are particularly relevant to
potential impacts on neighborhoods, community facilities, parks and cultural
resources. Data from this objective is used extensively in the assessment of potential
impacts to the built environment.
Obiective 7: Discourage heavy truck through movements on local east-west streets The measure used to assess performance relative to this objective is heavy trucks
crossing the D&R Canal as a percent of daily traffic. For this objective, we have
reported raw data rather than converting it to a performance scale.
The data used for this measure is a product of the regional component of the EIS
travel demand forecasting model. It should be noted that the predictive capabilities of
travel demand models is limited with regard to truck traffic. Model outputs are
primarily based on regional goods movement pattems, changes in regional land use
patterns relative to uses known to generate significant truck traffic (e.g., warehouses,
large scale retail, etc.), and changes in roadway infrastructure that add/improve
links/connections within the existing roadway network.
As with other aspects of travel demand forecast modeling, route choice is largely
determined by time efficiency. Consequently, as specific roadways become more
attractive to travelers from a time savings perspective, they attract more traffic. In
general, if overall share of traffic using a particular roadway increases, then the
number of trucks using that route may also increase. Conversely, if the route
becomes less attractive and overall share of traffic decreases, then the number of
trucks using a route may also decrease.
Objective 8: Encoura&e altemative transportation choices and regional use of travel
demand management (DM) strategies.
Objective 9: Provide better access and safety for pedestrians and bicyclist and
effective transportation options for underserved populations - The measure used to
assess performance relative to Objectives 8 and 9 is whetier the alternative includes
concurrent implementation of a Penns Neck Area EIS Commute Options package,
which includes a variety of complementary TDM strategies, transit service
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enhancements and bicycle and pedestrian improvements.
package is explained in detail in Chapter 2.
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The Commute Options

Objective 10: Reduce Route I curb cuts and use collector/distributor roads as
appropriate - The performance scale for this objective includes: Yes, which is the
rating given to those altematives that eliminated driveway access points along Route
1 and made use of a frontage road system; Some, for those alternatives that eliminated
some driveway access points along Route 1, but did not utilize a frontage road
system; and No, for those altematives that did not eliminate driveway access points
along Route 1.
Obiective 11: Address the needs of emergencv response personnel - The
performance scale for this objective includes: Yes, which is the rating given to those
alternatives that reduced north-south and east-west travel time and maintained
through access across Route I at both Washington Road and Harrison Street; Some,
for those altematives that reduced north-south and east-west travel time, but
eliminated access across Route I at Washington Road; and No, for those alternatives
that did not reduce north-south or east-west travel time.
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